The disclosure discloses a signal processing method for a Long Term Evolution (LTE) base station side, wherein the method includes the following steps: in a downlink signal direction, filtering downlink signals at a baseband side to remove high frequency sub-carrier components, and extracting signals from the filtered signals with an extracting frequency $f_{sd}$, wherein $f_{sd} \leq f_{sd} < (128/75)f_{w}$, and $f_{w}$ is the frequency spectrum bandwidth of the LTE; in an uplink signal direction, first performing interpolation on uplink signals to increase the signal frequency, and then filtering the signals to add high frequency sub-carrier components. The method of the disclosure can effectively reduce the transmission rate of a baseband radio frequency interface without increasing the complexity of a radio frequency side. The disclosure further discloses a corresponding signal processing device for an LTE base station side, and the device includes a downlink filter, an extractor, an interpolator, an uplink filter, a frequency domain inverse transformation module and a frequency domain transformation module, all of which are set at the baseband side.
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SIGNAL PROCESSING METHOD AND DEVICE FOR LONG TERM EVOLUTION (LTE) BASE STATION SIDE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure belongs to the technical field of wireless communications, and in particular to a signal processing method and device for a Long Term Evolution (LTE) wireless base station side.

BACKGROUND

[0002] According to the 3GPP standard, both the LTE uplink and downlink adopt over-sampling: a traditional base station side device is shown in FIG. 1, modulated data downwards enters an Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation (IFFT) processing unit, and the unit performs the IFFT of the integral power of 2; according to the standard, if the bandwidth of the LTE is 1.4MHz, 3MHz, 5MHz, 10MHz, 15MHz or 20MHz, then the IFFT module operates at (128/75)*fω and there is a guard band in frequency domain. Similarly, for the uplink, a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) module operates at (128/75)*fω and there is a guard band provided in frequency domain.

[0003] The above traditional solution is disadvantaged in that the data of the baseband radio frequency interface is large and proportional to (128/75)*fω.

[0004] At present, there is an improved solution, namely a sub-carrier compression method: by the method, the IFFT and FFT is shifted from a baseband side to a radio frequency side, such that the transmission rate of a baseband and radio frequency interface can be reduced to fω, which means that guard band information is not transmitted on the interface, thereby achieving the aim of reducing the interface rate. However, the sub-carrier compression method has the following disadvantages:

[0005] 1. since the IFFT and FFT functions are shifted from the baseband side to the radio frequency side, the complexity of the radio frequency side is greatly increased, which is not beneficial to the maintenance and reliability of a remote radio frequency unit;

[0006] 2. since the IFFT and FFT functions are shifted from the baseband side to the radio frequency side, the baseband needs to transmit a large amount of configuration data to the radio frequency unit, which increases the complexity;

[0007] 3. since the Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH) processing is needed to be prior to the FFT, it is also needed to move the PRACH processing from the baseband side to the radio frequency side, which further increases the design complexity of the radio frequency and interface.

[0008] The sub-carrier compression method has never been applied commercially since it was presented because of its complexity.

SUMMARY

[0009] The technical problem to be solved by the disclosure is to provide a signal processing method and device for an LTE base station side aiming at the problems of the prior art, which can effectively reduce the transmission rate of a baseband radio frequency interface without increasing the complexity at a radio frequency side.

[0010] For solving above technical problem, the signal processing method for an LTE base station side of the disclosure includes the following steps:

[0011] in a downlink signal direction, filtering downlink signals at a baseband side to remove high frequency sub-carrier components, and extracting signals from filtered signals with an extracting frequency fsd, and then making the extracted signals enter a baseband radio frequency downlink interface, wherein fω=fsd*(128/75)*fω, and the fω is a frequency spectrum bandwidth of the LTE and is equal to 1.4MHz, 3MHz, 5MHz, 10MHz, 15MHz or 20MHz according to the 3GPP standard;

[0012] in an uplink signal direction, performing interpolation on signals whose frequency is fω which are from a baseband radio frequency uplink interface at the baseband side to increase a signal frequency, so as to adapt to the subsequent LTE signal processing flow, and filtering the interpolated signals to add high frequency sub-carrier components, that is, adding a guard band to signals, wherein fω=fω*(128/75)*fω.

[0013] Furthermore, the filtering in the uplink signal direction may be adding high frequency sub-carrier components by adding 0 to high frequency sub-carriers.

[0014] Furthermore, the method of the disclosure has two specific implementation solutions; the first solution may include the following specific steps:

[0015] in the downlink signal direction, first performing frequency domain inverse transformation on modulated data to transform signals from frequency domain to time domain, and then performing the downlink signal filtering processing and the extracting processing, after that, sending signals to the baseband radio frequency downlink interface; and

[0016] in the uplink signal direction, first performing interpolation on signals which are from the baseband radio frequency uplink interface, and then performing the uplink signal filtering processing, and performing frequency domain transformation to transform the signals from time domain to frequency domain.

[0017] Furthermore, the frequency domain inverse transformation may refer to IFFT, and the frequency domain transformation may refer to FFT.

[0018] The second solution may include the following specific steps:

[0019] in the downlink signal direction, first performing the downlink signal filtering processing on modulated data, and then performing frequency domain inverse transformation to transform signals from frequency domain to time domain, and performing the extracting processing, after that, sending signals to the baseband radio frequency downlink interface; and

[0020] in the uplink signal direction, first performing the interpolation on signals which are from the baseband radio frequency uplink interface, and then performing frequency domain transformation to transform the signals from time domain to frequency domain, and then performing the uplink signal filtering processing.

[0021] The main difference between the two specific implementation solutions provided by the disclosure is that the first solution implements filtering in time domain and the second solution implements filtering in frequency domain; users can select one from the two solutions to use according to actual needs.

[0022] For solving above technical problem, a signal processing device for an LTE base station side of the disclosure includes:

[0023] a downlink filter, an extractor, an interpolator, an uplink filter, a frequency domain inverse transformation mod-
ule and a frequency domain transformation module, all of which are set at the baseband side;

[0024] wherein, the downlink filter, the interpolator and the frequency domain inverse transformation module are set in a downlink signal direction; the downlink filter is configured to filter downlink signals to remove high frequency sub-carrier components; the extractor is configured to extract signals from filtered signals with extracting frequency fsd, wherein the extracted signals enter a baseband radio frequency downlink interface, wherein, Fw ≤ fsd < (128/75)*fw, and fw is a frequency spectrum bandwidth of the LTE and is equal to 1.4M, 3M, 5M, 10M, 15M or 20M according to the 3GPP standard; the frequency domain inverse transformation module is configured to transform signals from frequency domain to time domain;

[0025] the interpolator, the uplink filter and the frequency domain transformation module are set in an uplink signal direction; the interpolator is configured to perform interpolation on signals whose frequency is fs which are from a baseband radio frequency uplink interface to increase a signal frequency, so as to adapt to the subsequent LTE signal processing flow; the uplink filter is configured to filter interpolated uplink signals to add high frequency sub-carrier components, that is, adding a guard band to signals; the frequency domain transformation module is configured to transform signals from time domain to frequency domain, wherein Fw ≤ fsu < (128/75)*fw.

[0026] Furthermore, the signal uplink filter may add the high frequency sub-carrier components by adding 0 to high frequency sub-carriers.

[0027] Furthermore, the device of the disclosure has two specific implementation solutions; the first solution is:

[0028] in the downlink signal direction, the frequency domain inverse transformation module, the downlink filter and the extractor are set in order; and

[0029] in the uplink signal direction, the interpolator, the uplink filter and the frequency domain transformation module are set in order.

[0030] Furthermore, the frequency domain inverse transformation module adopts FFT to implement the frequency domain inverse transformation function, and the frequency domain transformation module adopts FFT to implement the frequency domain transformation function.

[0031] The second solution is:

[0032] in the downlink signal direction, the downlink filter, the frequency domain inverse transformation module and the extractor are set in order; and

[0033] in the uplink signal direction, the interpolator, the frequency domain transformation module, and the uplink filter are set in order.

[0034] In the process of processing signals at the LTE base station side in the disclosure, in a downlink signal direction, modulated data are filtered at the baseband side and signals are extracted from the filtered signals, thereby effectively reducing the transmission rate of a baseband radio frequency downlink interface; in an uplink signal direction, interpolation is performed on signals which are from a baseband radio frequency uplink interface to increase the signal frequency, so as to adapt to the subsequent LTE signal processing flow, for example, adapting to an uplink filtering operation; and in the uplink signal direction, the interpolated signals are filtered to add high frequency sub-carrier components, namely adding a guard band; since it is not necessary to transmit high frequency guard band components on the baseband radio frequency uplink interface, the rate of the baseband radio frequency uplink interface is reduced. Thus, the disclosure effectively reduces the transmission rate of the baseband radio frequency interface, which becomes minimally 75/128 under the situation of adopting the 3GPP standard; at the same time, it is not necessary to newly add FFT, IFFT, PRACH or other functions to the radio frequency part, or add related control and synchronous interfaces to the baseband radio frequency interface, thereby the disclosure does not influence the interface function partition of baseband radio frequency, and keeps the simplicity of a radio frequency unit.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0035] FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of traditional LTE sampling processing;

[0036] FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of the first specific implementation solution of a method in the disclosure;

[0037] FIG. 3 shows a flowchart of the second specific implementation solution of a method in the disclosure;

[0038] FIG. 4 shows a structural diagram of the first specific implementation solution of a device in the disclosure; and

[0039] FIG. 5 shows a structural diagram of the second specific implementation solution of a device in the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0040] The disclosure is further described below with reference to the accompanying drawings and embodiments in detail.

[0041] The signal processing method for an LTE base station side of the disclosure includes the following steps:

[0042] in a downlink signal direction, downlink signals are filtered at the baseband side to remove the high frequency sub-carrier components, namely removing the guard band, and signals are extracted from filtered signals with the extracting frequency fsd, and the extracted signals (i.e. the signals whose frequencies are between 0 and fsd) enter the baseband radio frequency downlink interface, wherein Fw ≤ fsd < (128/75)*fw, and fw is the frequency spectrum bandwidth of the LTE and is equal to 1.4M, 3M, 5M, 10M, 15M or 20M according to the 3GPP standard.

[0043] The fsd is required to be greater than or equal to fws, because the transmitted data are required to include the effective sub-carriers; the fsd can be less than (128/75)*fw, because the high frequency sub-carrier components have been removed.

[0044] The fsd can be equal to fws minimally; when fsd is equal to fws, the transmission rate of the baseband radio frequency downlink interface is reduced to 75/128 under the situation of adopting the 3GPP standard.

[0045] In consideration of sharing the baseband radio frequency interface with WCDMA or other standard systems, it is allowed to adjust fws, for example, taking a frequency which is synchronous with GSM and WCDMA data, like an integral multiple of 3.84M; for CDMA, an integral multiple of 1.2288M is available; for TD-SCDMA, an integral multiple of 1.28M is available; for the situation that all above standards coexist, an integral multiple of 3.84M is available.

[0046] The filtered and extracted signals enter the baseband radio frequency downlink interface which has a frequency fsd. Thus, the baseband radio frequency downlink interface
achieves the aim of rate reduction; a downlink digital processing and digital-to-analogue conversion unit operates at lower frequency fsd.

[0047] In an uplink signal direction, interpolation is performed on signals which have a frequency fsu and are from the baseband radio frequency uplink interface to increase the signal frequency, so as to adapt to the requirement of the subsequent LTE signal processing flow, for example, adopting to the requirement of uplink filtering; and the interpolated signals are filtered to add the high frequency sub-carrier components, wherein \( f_{\text{sd}} \leq f_{\text{su}} < (128/75) \times f_{\text{sd}} \).

[0048] The fsu is required to be greater than or equal to fsd, it is because the transmitted data are required to include the effective sub-carriers; fsu can be less than \((128/75) \times f_{\text{sd}} \), it is because the high frequency sub-carrier components have not existed in the baseband radio frequency uplink interface.

[0049] The fsu can be equal to fsd minimally; when fsu is equal to fsd, the transmission rate of the baseband radio frequency uplink interface is reduced to 75/128 under the situation of adopting the 3GPP standard.

[0050] In consideration of sharing the baseband radio frequency interface with WCDMA or other standard systems, it is allowed to adjust fsd; for example, taking a frequency which is synchronous with GSM and WCDMA data, like an integral multiple of 3.84M; for CDMA, an integral multiple of 1.2288M is available; for TD-SCDMA, an integral multiple of 1.28M is available; for the situation that all above standards coexist, an integral multiple of 3.84M is available.

[0051] The method of the disclosure has two specific implementation solutions; the two solutions are specifically described below, respectively.

[0052] FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of the first specific implementation solution of a method in the disclosure; as shown in FIG. 2, the first specific implementation solution of the method in the disclosure includes the following steps:

[0053] In a downlink signal direction, first the frequency domain inverse transformation is performed on modulated data to transform the signals from frequency domain to time domain, and then the downlink signals are filtered and signals are extracted from the filtered signals, after that, the signals are sent to the baseband radio frequency downlink interface;

[0054] in the solution, the filtering in the downlink signal direction is performed in time domain, and the downlink filtering is implemented by adopting the SINC convolution function in time domain (which is equivalent to the rectangular function in frequency domain). Certainly, the time domain filters in other forms can also be adopted, provided that the high frequency guard band can be removed.

[0055] In an uplink signal direction, first interpolation is performed on the signals which are from the baseband radio frequency uplink interface, and then the uplink signals are filtered, and the frequency domain transformation is performed to transform the signals from time domain to frequency domain.

[0056] In the solution, the filtering in the uplink signal direction refers to adding ineffective high frequency components (guard band components) in time domain to facilitate the subsequent processing. A typical method is adding \( 0 \) to the high frequency sub-carriers; certainly, other feasible methods can also be adopted.

[0057] FIG. 3 shows a flowchart of the second specific implementation solution of a method in the disclosure; as shown in FIG. 3, the second specific implementation solution of the method in the disclosure includes the following steps:

[0058] in a downlink signal direction, first the downlink signal filtering processing is performed on modulated data, and then the frequency domain inverse transformation is performed to transform the signals from frequency domain to time domain, and extracting processing is performed, after that, the signals are sent to the baseband radio frequency downlink interface;

[0059] in the solution, the filtering in the downlink signal direction is performed in frequency domain, namely the high frequency sub-carrier component are removed in frequency domain.

[0060] In an uplink signal direction, first interpolation is performed on the signals which are from the baseband radio frequency uplink interface, and then the frequency domain transformation is performed to transform the signals from time domain to frequency domain, and the uplink signal filtering processing is performed.

[0061] In the solution, the filtering in the uplink signal direction refers to adding ineffective high frequency components in frequency domain to facilitate the subsequent processing. A typical method is adding \( 0 \) to the high frequency sub-carriers; certainly, other feasible methods can also be adopted.

[0062] In the solution, the processing point number of frequency domain transformation and frequency domain inverse transformation is not equal to the value of \( (2048 \, or \, 1024 \, or \, 512) \) specified by the 3GPP standard, but less than the value of \( (2048 \, or \, 1024 \, or \, 512) \) specified by the standard and greater than the number of effective sub-carriers; the processing point number is not necessarily an integral power of 2. If it is not an integral power of 2, the fast algorithm (e.g., FFT or iFFT) cannot be adopted, but the non-fast algorithm (e.g., DFT or iDFT) is adopted.

[0063] The main difference between the two specific implementation solutions of the method in the disclosure is that the first solution implements filtering in time domain and the second solution implements filtering in frequency domain; users can select one from the two solutions to use according to specific needs.

[0064] A signal processing device for an LTE base station side of the disclosure is described below in detail.

[0065] The signal processing device for an LTE base station side of the disclosure includes a downlink filter, an extractor, an interpolator, an uplink filter, and a frequency domain inverse transformation module and a frequency domain transformation module, all of which are set at a baseband side.

[0066] The downlink filter, the interpolator and the frequency domain inverse transformation module are set in a downlink signal direction; the downlink filter is configured to filter downlink signals to remove high frequency sub-carrier components; the extractor is configured to extract signals from the filtered signals with extracting frequency fsd, and wherein the extracted signals (i.e. the signals whose frequencies are between \( 0 \) and \( \text{fsd} \)) enter the baseband radio frequency downlink interface, wherein \( \text{fsu} \leq \text{fsd} < (128/75) \times \text{fsu} \), and \( \text{fsu} \) is the frequency spectrum bandwidth of the LTE and is equal to \( 1.4, \, 3, \, 5, \, 10, \, 15 \) or \( 20 \) according to the 3GPP standard; the frequency domain inverse transformation module is configured to transform signals from frequency domain to time domain.

[0067] The fsd are required to be greater than or equal to \( \text{fsd} \), it is because the transmitted data are required to include the
effective sub-carriers; but fis can be less than (128/75)*fsw, it is because the high frequency sub-carrier components have been removed.

[0068] The fis can be equal to fsw minimally; when fis is equal to fsw, the transmission rate of the baseband radio frequency downlink interface is reduced to 75/128 under the situation of adopting the 3GPP standard.

[0069] In consideration of sharing the baseband radio frequency interface with WCDMA or other standard systems, it is allowed to adjust fsw; for example, taking a frequency which is synchronous with GSM and WCDMA data, like an integral multiple of 3.84M; for CDMA, an integral multiple of 1.2288M is available; for TD-SCDMA, an integral multiple of 1.28M is available; for the situation that all above standards coexist, an integral multiple of 3.84M is available.

[0070] The filtered and extracted signals enter the baseband radio frequency downlink interface at frequency fis. Thus, the baseband radio frequency downlink interface achieves the aim of rate reduction; a downlink digital processing and digital-to-analogue conversion unit operates at the lower frequency fis.

[0071] The interpolator, the uplink filter and the frequency domain transformation module are set in the uplink signal direction; the interpolator is configured to perform interpolation on signals which have frequency fis and are from the baseband radio frequency uplink interface to increase the signal frequency, for example, increasing to (128/75)*fsw, so as to facilitate the subsequent filtering; the interpolator is configured to filter the interpolated uplink signals to add high frequency sub-carrier components; the frequency domain transformation module is configured to transform signals from time domain to frequency domain, wherein fis=fsw< (128/75)*fsw.

[0072] The fis are required to be greater than or equal to fsw, it is because the transmitted data are required to include the effective sub-carriers; but fis can be less than (128/75)*fsw, it is because the high frequency sub-carrier components have not existed in the baseband radio frequency uplink interface.

[0073] The fis can be equal to fsw minimally; when fis is equal to fsw, the transmission rate of the baseband radio frequency uplink interface is reduced to 75/128 under the situation of adopting the 3GPP standard.

[0074] In consideration of sharing the baseband radio frequency interface with WCDMA or other standard systems, it is allowed to adjust fsw, for example, taking a frequency which is synchronous with GSM and WCDMA data, like an integral multiple of 3.84M; for CDMA, an integral multiple of 1.2288M is available; for TD-SCDMA, an integral multiple of 1.28M is available; for the situation that all above standards coexist, an integral multiple of 3.84M is available.

[0075] The device of the disclosure has two specific implementation solutions; the two solutions are described below, respectively.

[0076] FIG. 4 shows a structural diagram of the first specific implementation solution of a device in the disclosure; as shown in FIG. 4, in the first solution, the structure of the device in the disclosure is as follows:

[0077] in the downlink signal direction, the frequency domain inverse transformation module, the downlink filter and the extractor are set in order; and in the uplink signal direction, the interpolator, the uplink filter and the frequency domain transformation module are set in order.

[0078] In the embodiment, the frequency domain inverse transformation module adopts IFFT to implement the frequency domain inverse transformation function, and the frequency domain transformation module adopts FFT to implement the frequency domain transformation function.

[0079] In the solution, the filtering in the downlink signal direction is performed in time domain, and the downlink filtering is implemented by adopting the SINC signal function in time domain (which is equivalent to the rectangular function in frequency domain). Certainly, the time domain fillers in other forms can also be adopted, provided that the high frequency guard band can be removed.

[0080] In the solution, the filtering in the uplink signal direction refers to adding ineffective high frequency components (guard band components) in time domain to facilitate the subsequent processing. A typical method is adding 0 to the high frequency sub-carriers; certainly, other feasible methods can also be adopted.

[0081] FIG. 5 shows a structural diagram of the second specific implementation solution of a device in the disclosure; as shown in FIG. 5, in the second solution, the structure of the device in the disclosure is as follows:

[0082] in the downlink signal direction, the downlink filter, the frequency domain inverse transformation module and the extractor are in order; and

[0083] in the uplink signal direction, the interpolator, the frequency domain transformation module and the uplink filter are set in order.

[0084] In the solution, the filtering in the downlink signal direction is performed in frequency domain, namely the high frequency sub-carrier components are removed in frequency domain.

[0085] In the solution, the filtering in the uplink signal direction is adding ineffective high frequency components in frequency domain to facilitate the subsequent processing. A typical method is adding 0 to the high frequency sub-carriers; certainly, other feasible methods can also be adopted.

[0086] In the solution, the processing point number of the frequency domain transformation module and the frequency domain inverse transformation module is not equal to the value (2048 or 1024 or 512) specified by the 3GPP standard, but less than the value (2048 or 1024 or 512) specified by the standard and greater than the number of effective sub-carriers; the processing point number is not necessarily an integral power of 2. If it is not an integral power of 2, the fast algorithm (e.g. FFT or IFFT) cannot be adopted, but the non-fast algorithm (e.g. DFT or IDFT) is adopted.

[0087] The core idea of the disclosure is to achieve the aim of reducing the transmission rate of the baseband radio frequency interface, and minimally reducing to 75/128 under the situation of adopting the 3GPP standard without influencing the signal quality, by removing the guard band energy of signals at the baseband side through filtering and by reducing the frequency through extraction. At the same time, the method does not influence the interface function partition of baseband radio frequency, thus keeping the simplicity of the radio frequency unit.

[0088] The above specific embodiments further describe the aim, the technical solutions and the beneficial effects of the disclosure in detail; it should be noted that, the above is only the specific embodiments of the disclosure; the skilled personnel in the field can make various modifications and equivalent replacements on the disclosure without departing from the scope and spirit of the disclosure. Thus, provided
these modifications and equivalent replacements of the disclosure belong to the scope of the technical solutions and equivalent technologies recorded in the claims of the disclosure, the disclosure is intended to include these modifications and equivalent replacements.

1. A signal processing method for a Long Term Evolution (LTE) base station side, comprising:
   in a downlink signal direction, filtering downlink signals at a baseband side to remove high frequency sub-carrier components, and extracting signals from filtered signals with extracting frequency fsd, and then making the extracted signals enter a baseband radio frequency downlink interface, wherein \( f_{\text{wd}} \leq f_{\text{sd}} \leq (128/75) f_{\text{wd}} \), and the \( f_{\text{wd}} \) is a frequency spectrum bandwidth of the LTE; and
   in an uplink signal direction, performing interpolation on signals whose frequency is \( f_{\text{su}} \) which are from a baseband radio frequency uplink interface at the baseband side, filtering the interpolated signals to add high frequency sub-carrier components, wherein \( f_{\text{wd}} \leq f_{\text{su}} \leq (128/75) f_{\text{wd}} \).

2. The signal processing method for an LTE base station side according to claim 1, wherein the filtering the interpolated signals to add high frequency sub-carrier components by adding 0 to high frequency sub-carriers.

3. The signal processing method for an LTE base station side according to claim 1, wherein the method specifically comprises:
   in the downlink signal direction, first performing frequency domain inverse transformation on modulated data, then performing the downlink signal filtering processing and the extracting processing, and then sending signals to the baseband radio frequency downlink interface; and
   in the uplink signal direction, first performing the interpolation on signals which are from the baseband radio frequency uplink interface, then performing the uplink signal filtering processing, and then performing frequency domain transformation.

4. The signal processing method for an LTE base station side according to claim 3, wherein,
   the frequency domain inverse transformation is Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation (IFFT), and the frequency domain transformation is Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT).

5. The signal processing method for an LTE base station side according to claim 1, wherein the method comprises:
   in the downlink signal direction, first performing the downlink signal filtering processing on modulated data, then performing frequency domain inverse transformation and performing the extracting processing, and then sending signals to the baseband radio frequency downlink interface; and
   in the uplink signal direction, first performing the interpolation on signals which are from the baseband radio frequency uplink interface, then performing frequency domain transformation, and then performing the uplink signal filtering processing.

6. A signal processing device for a Long Term Evolution (LTE) base station side, comprising: a downlink filter, an extractor, an interpolator, an uplink filter, a frequency domain inverse transformation module and a frequency domain transformation module, wherein the downlink filter, the interpolator and the frequency domain inverse transformation module are set in a downlink signal direction; and the interpolator, the uplink filter and the frequency domain transformation module are set in an uplink signal direction;
   wherein the downlink filter is configured to filter downlink signals to remove high frequency sub-carrier components;
   the extractor is configured to extract signals from filtered signals with extracting frequency fsd, wherein the extracted signals enter a baseband radio frequency downlink interface;
   the frequency domain inverse transformation module is configured to transform signals from frequency domain to time domain, wherein \( f_{\text{wd}} \leq f_{\text{sd}} \leq (128/75) f_{\text{wd}} \), and the \( f_{\text{wd}} \) is a frequency spectrum bandwidth of the LTE;
   the interpolator is configured to perform interpolation on signals whose frequency is \( f_{\text{su}} \) which are from a baseband radio frequency uplink interface;
   the uplink filter is configured to filter interpolated uplink signals to add high frequency sub-carrier components; and
   the frequency domain transformation module is configured to transform signals from time domain to frequency domain, wherein \( f_{\text{wd}} \leq f_{\text{su}} \leq (128/75) f_{\text{wd}} \).

7. The signal processing device for an LTE base station side according to claim 6, wherein,
   the signal uplink filter filtering the interpolated uplink signals to add the high frequency sub-carrier components by adding 0 to high frequency sub-carriers.

8. The signal processing device for an LTE base station side according to claim 6, wherein,
   in the downlink signal direction, the frequency domain inverse transformation module, the downlink filter and the extractor are set in order; and
   in the uplink signal direction, the interpolator, the uplink filter and the frequency domain transformation module are set in order.

9. The signal processing device for an LTE base station side according to claim 8, wherein,
   the frequency domain inverse transformation module adopts Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation (IFFT) to implement a frequency domain inverse transformation function, and the frequency domain transformation module adopts Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) to implement a frequency domain transformation function.

10. The signal processing device for an LTE base station side according to claim 6, wherein,
    in the downlink signal direction, the downlink filter, the frequency domain inverse transformation module and the extractor are set in order; and
    in the uplink signal direction, the interpolator, the frequency domain transformation module and the uplink filter are set in order.

11. The signal processing method for an LTE base station side according to claim 2, wherein the method specifically comprises:
    in the downlink signal direction, first performing frequency domain inverse transformation on modulated data, then performing the downlink signal filtering processing and the extracting processing, and then sending signals to the baseband radio frequency downlink interface; and
in the uplink signal direction, first performing the interpolation on signals which are from the baseband radio frequency uplink interface, then performing the uplink signal filtering processing, and then performing frequency domain transformation.

12. The signal processing method for an LTE base station side according to claim 11, wherein,
the frequency domain inverse transformation is Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation (IFFT), and the frequency domain transformation is Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT).

13. The signal processing method for an LTE base station side according to claim 2, wherein the method comprises:
in the downlink signal direction, first performing the downlink signal filtering processing on modulated data, then performing frequency domain inverse transformation and performing the extracting processing, and then sending signals to the baseband radio frequency downlink interface; and
in the uplink signal direction, first performing the interpolation on signals which are from the baseband radio frequency uplink interface, then performing frequency domain transformation, and then performing the uplink signal filtering processing.

14. The signal processing device for an LTE base station side according to claim 7, wherein,
in the downlink signal direction, the frequency domain inverse transformation module, the downlink filter and the extractor are set in order; and
in the uplink signal direction, the interpolator, the uplink filter and the frequency domain transformation module are set in order.

15. The signal processing device for an LTE base station side according to claim 14, wherein,
the frequency domain inverse transformation module adopts Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation (IFFT) to implement a frequency domain inverse transformation function, and the frequency domain transformation module adopts Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) to implement a frequency domain transformation function.

16. The signal processing device for an LTE base station side according to claim 7, wherein,
in the downlink signal direction, the downlink filter, the frequency domain inverse transformation module and the extractor are set in order; and
in the uplink signal direction, the interpolator, the frequency domain transformation module and the uplink filter are set in order.

* * * * *